
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for an automation analyst. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for automation analyst

Work within a cross-functional team of App Admins, DBAs, Sys Admins, and
DevOps to specify, design, develop, test, and implement continuous delivery
and automated production deployment solutions
Oversee the defining, documenting and training of HOPS admins on critical
automation systems and related processes
Assigned as QA/BSA/PM representative on complex projects to present
automation plan/approach/requirements, effort and schedules to the
application team
Quickly comprehend multiple new applications and business lines in order
facilitate the successful implementation functional and performance
automation across all the business verticals of Capital Markets
Works collaborative with automation team and management on promoting
and achieving departmental initiatives
Mitigate shortcomings of application documentation / staffing shortages /
automation tool limitations to manage risk and prevent the failure of the
testing initiative
Works with Automation Analyst and Application team for maintenance and
development projects ensuring all platform requirements are met to ensure
automation scripts can run in the test environment
Deal concurrently with business demands and technological challenges while
managing customer expectations in a vertically integrated testing
organization
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of system access provisioning
Strong technical background with a concentration on application to
application connectivity through stored procedures, API’s

Qualifications for automation analyst

Working knowledge of source code management tools like Perforce, GIT
Proven use of 2 or more development languages
At least 3 years of RFT automation experience
Good experience in developing Automation Frameworks from scratch
Work as Individual contributor
Program, configuration, development for PLC, HMI’s or similar automated
controls


